Trunk Contents

Laminated Posters/Pamphlets

- Promotional poster for *The Vietnam War: A Film by Ken Burns and Lynn Novik*
- Chinese Doughnuts Mix Powder (made in Vietnam)
- Ten pamphlets from the Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund
- Eleven political cartoons (for McCarthyism activity)

Hands-On Items

- Four Vietnam-era patches and dog tag
- Helicopter jump seat
- Helicopter pilot helmet
- Vietnamese traditional hat *(Non La)* *Do NOT put inside trunk!* 
- South Vietnamese flag
- Boonie hat
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- Army cap and jungle jacket
- Huey model helicopter

Books and DVDs

- *The Vietnam War: A Film by Ken Burns and Lynn Novik*
- *Grandfather’s Dream* by Holly Keller
- *The Vietnam War: An Intimate History* by Geoffrey C. Ward and Ken Burns
- *The Lotus Seed* by Sherry Garland
- *Oklahoma Humanities* magazine: The Vietnam Issue
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- *Technology During the Vietnam War* by Heather C. Hudak
- *Vietnam: A History of the War* by Russell Freedman
- *Black Cat 2-1: The True Story of a Vietnam Helicopter Pilot and His Crew* by Bob Ford
- *A Rift in the Earth* by James Reston Jr.
- *Major Problems in the History of the Vietnam War* by Robert J. McMahon
- *The Tragedy of Vietnam* by Patrick J. Hearden
- *We Gotta Get Out of this Place: The Soundtrack of the Vietnam War (Culture, Politics, and the Cold War)* by Doug Bradley
- *Vietnam: A History and Anthology* edited by James W. Mooney and Thomas R. West
- *Boys for Men: A Vietnam War Memoir* by Derrick Wolf
- *Cracker!: The Best Dog in Vietnam* by Cynthia Kadohata
- *What Should We Tell our Children about Vietnam?* by Bill McCloud
- *The Wall* by Eve Bunting
- *Goodbye, Vietnam* by Gloria Whelan
- *Novel Without a Name* by Duong Thu Huong
- *We Were Soldiers Once...and Young* by Lt. Gen. Harold G. Moore (Ret.) and Joseph L. Galloway